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                            Abstract 
  This paper deals with the cross-interaction problem which means the dynamic interaction prob-
lem among the multi-structure system through soilground. The model of such a soil-structure 
system is supposed to be a multi-mass or multi-spring-mass system on a visco-elastic stratum over 
the rigid bed rock. Two types of excitation are considered; force excitation at one of masses or 
basement masses and the other is the uniform displacement excitation at the free surface or the soil-
rock interface of the stratum. All the dynamical characteristics of the soil-structure system are 
discussed in the form of dimensionless transfer functions. 
  In order to formulate such cross-interaction problem, the dynamical ground compliance matrix 
associated with multi-foundation system on the Voigt type visco-elastic stratum, which is a complex-
valued  symmetric matrix representing the set of displacement ransfer functions of foundation areas 
to the force excitation on each foundation area, the displacement ransfer function at the free surface 
of the visco-elastic stratum to the uniform displacement excitation at the soil-rock interface, and the 
displacement and force transfer functions of an elastic shear type spring-mass ystem to the displace-
ment excitation at the basement, are determined. And then, the transfer functions of the horizontal 
displacements of the soil-structure cross-interaction system subjected to the two types of excitation 
in the same horizontal direction are expressed in terms of the above-mentioned basic transfer func-
tions associated with the visco-elastic stratum and the elastic structures. 
 The numerical analyses are carried out in the cases of identical two and seven-mass ystems and of 
identical and different two-spring-mass systems, all of which have the same square foundations on 
the visco-elastic stratum, and also in the cases of a single mass and a single spring-mass ystem for 
the sake of comparison. From the amplitude characteristics of the dimensionless transfer functions 
of the soil-structure system, the following remarks are obtained: 
 (I) The effects of the cross-interaction on the dynamical characteristics of the soil-structure system 
are different considerably depending on whether the lowest natural frequency due to the structure-
subsoil interaction is smaller or not than the fundamental natural frequency of the stratum, If the 
lowest natural frequency is in the lower frequency range, the amplitude characteristics are sharp and 
the cross-interaction effect appears in the neighbourhood of the natural frequency. If contrary, 
the amplitude characteristics are broadened and the cross-interaction effect covers the wide fre-
quency range containing the lower natural frequencies of the soil-structure system. 
(2) The cross-interaction effects depend on the type of excitation, the number of structures and the 
dynamical characteristics of structures. In the case of the identical two structures subjected to the 
uniform displacement excitation at the free surface of the stratum, the cross-interaction effect is 
smaller as compared with the case of the force excitation at one of the two structures. In the case 
of different structures, however, the effects are rather large for the displacement excitation than for 
the force excitation. 
(3) As the number of structures increases, the cross-interaction becomes complicated and the maxi-
mum peak value of the amplitude characteristics in the case of the uniform displacement excitation 
becomes large because of the increase of the transmitted energy as well as the dispersion of the peak 
 values.
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 (4) The amplitude characteristics of a structure are considerably influenced by the cross-interac-
 tion in the vicinity of the fundamental natural frequency of the adjacent structures. The cross-inte-
 raction effect becomes remarkable as the fundamental frequencies of the structures are close to each 
 other and their masses are large as compared with the foundation area. 
                            Nomenclatures 
A,  p =Lame's elastic constants 
 219  p' =viscosity constants corresponding to Lame's elastic constants 
 =Poisson's ratio 
 p  =density of stratum 
 Bo =reference value of length 
 U=111,  V,  W} =displacement vector 
 x=  {  x,  y,-={—XBo,—Bo,130                         — —dimensionlessCarte ian coordinates 
 { x„  y,, 0}  =dimensionless coordinates of the center of the 1-th area 
 V,=,/(2+2p)/  p  =P-wave velocity 
 17.=./a/p =S-wave velocity 
   V, pi  =dimensionless viscosity coefficient corresponding to S-wave lit—  
Bo p 
    V%-1-2/./ tip= 1(—n242 +k)=dimensionless viscosity coefficient corresponding    Bo,(1+2 
                    to P-wave 
 n=  V,/  17., =velocity ratio of S-wave to P-wave 
 rzz>  tn.>  az  =tangential and normal stresses 
 Px,  Ps  =amplitude of exciting force parallel to the X- and Z-axis of the 
 /-th area, respectively 
 My =amplitude of exciting moment about the principal axis parallel 
                to the Y-axis of the  1-th area 
 b,=BIB0,  c(=C1B0=dimensionless half length of each side of the i-th rectangular 
                    foundation 
 h=  HIB0 =dimensionless thickness of stratum 
 a0=atil0/  V, =dimensionless frequency in which  (0 is frequency 
r=tWs/B0 =dimensionless time in which t is time 
 x=  1  x,  —  x.1  dimensionless= distancebetween the k-th and 1-th areas 
 .1' ,  J  as =ground compliances for translation parallel to the X-, Y- and 
                 Z-axis of the k-th foundation due to vertical excitation at the 
                 1-th area, respectively 
JzzztJnie,=ground compliances for rotation about the principal axis parallel 
                 to the Y- and X-axis of the  k-th area due to the vertical excita-
                 tion of the  1-th area, respectively 
 PA,  Jai,  Jzi =ground compliances for translation parallel to the X-, Y- and  Z-
                axis of the k-th area due to horizontal excitation in the X-direc-
                 tion of the  1-th area, respectively 
 Pixt =ground compliances for rotation about the principal axis parallel 
                to the  11- and X-axis of the k-th area due to the horizontal excita 
                tion in the X-direction of the  1-th area, respectively 
 JAI,  JAL  AR =ground compliances for the translation parallel to the X-, Y- and 
 Z-axis of the k-th area due to rotational excitation about the
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                principal axis parallel to the Y-axis of the  /-th area, respectively 
 JIM  Ell =ground compliances for rotation about the principal axis parallel 
                 to  11- and X-axis of the k-th area due to rotational excitation 
                about the principal axis parallel to the Y-axis of the  /-th area, 
                 respectively  
i =amplitude characteristics of J 
 = 
   Mi                =the j-th dimensionless mass (the j-th mass ratio) of the  i-th    fil
p 
                 structural system 
 °=  m`—     BBp =dimensionless basement mass (basement mass ratio) of the i-th 
                 structural system 
 kJ=  E,--the j-th dimensionless shear stiffness of the i-th structural system       .taOp 
              =the  j-th dimensionless damping coefficient of the i-th structural  e'  
Bkoit 
                   system 
 kl=ki-Fjaocii =the  j-th dimensionless complex shear stiffness of the i-th structural 
                  system 
 itio•  us. =dimensionless displacements of the basement and the  j-th level 
                 of the  i-th structural system 
              =critical damping ratio of the fundamental mode of the i-th 
                 structural system 
 =  fundamental natural frequency ratio of the i-th structural 
                 system to stratum 
   ?  ,0  _ .
it     nsn=dimensionless force to stratum of the  i-th structural system 
               =ground compliance for horizontal translation of the k-th area 
                due to horizontal excitation at the  /-th area 
 L  --=total number of structural systems 
 N4+1  --degrees of freedom of the  i-th structural system including the 
                 basement mass 
 mi =the i-th dimensionless mass (the i-th mass ratio) of the multi-mass 
                 system 
 S,={74,  ml,  2,} =type of the i-th structural system of the multi-spring-mass 
                   system 
 AGP„C', =displacement transfer functions of the basement and of the  j-th 
                level of the  i-th structural system due to force excitation at the 
                 basement mass of the  /-th structural system, respectively 
 ,G2„Gl  =displacement transfer functions of the basement and of the j-th 
                level of the i-th structural system to the uniform displacement 
                 excitation at the free surface of stratum 
 ,Gg  =displacement transfer function of the j-th level of the  i-th 
                 structural system to displacement excitation at the basement mass 
 =displacement transfer functions of the basement and of the  j-th 
                level of the  i-th structural system to the uniform displacement 
                 excitation at soil-rock interface 
GB  =displacement transfer function of the surface of stratum to 
                 displacement excitation at soil-rock interface 
 IGI  —amplitude characteristics of C
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1. Introduction 
  It has been well-known that the earthquake response characteristics of structures 
are considerably affected by the properties of the soil-ground through the interaction 
between a structure and its surrounding  sub-soils)-14) as well as the filtering action 
of the soil layers over the bed  rock19)•20). As in the big cities in Japan, however, 
the building structures are built closely to each other over the soft soil deposit. In 
these circumstances, the dynamic interaction among building structures must occur 
through the radiation energy emitted from a vibrating structure to other structures. 
Hence the dynamical characteristics as well as the earthquake response characteristics 
of a structure are unable to be independent of those of the adjacent structures. It 
is evident that the effect of dynamical characteristics of a structure on those of the 
adjacent structures is remarkable when the mass of the structure becomes large as 
compared with the mass of the adjacent structure and the distance between the 
structures becomes short. However, if the structures have masses of comparative 
order and their dynamical characteristics are not so different each other, the interac-
tion between structures through soil ground may be strong, and hence the dynamical 
characteristics of both structures should be considerably different from those in the 
case of the single structure on the same soil  ground15)-18). 
  In this paper, the above-mentioned interactions are called the "cross-interaction" 
among the structures though soil ground, and the objective of this paper is indeed to 
find the effects of such cross-interaction on the dynamical characteristics of the multi-
structure system on a visco-elastic soil ground. As the models to study the cross-
interaction problem, the multi-mass system or the multi-spring-mass system which 
are along a line on the surface of the Voigt type visco-elastic stratum over the rigid 
bed rock are considered. Then, supposing the two types of excitation one of which 
is the force excitation at one of the multi-mass system or one of the basement masses 
of the multi-spring-mass system and the other is the uniform displacement excitation 
at the surface or soil-rock interface of the stratum, the dynamical characteristics are 
discussed in the form of dimensionless transfer functions of displacements of the soil-
structure system to each type of excitation. 
  At first, as the basic transfer function necessary to analyze such a interaction 
problem, the dynamical ground compliances of a rectangular foundation on the 
Voigt type visco-elastic stratum over the rigid bed rock are formulated by using the 
averaging procedure weighted by the stress distribution in the foundation  areal) 
so that the reciprocal theorem is valid for the ground compliances of the multi-
foundation system. Next, by making use of the displacement and force transfer 
functions of the multi-structure system to the displacement excitations at their base-
ments as well as the above-mentioned ground compliances, the formulation of the 
cross-interaction problem of the soil-structure system is developed in the matrix 
forms, particularly paying attention to the horizontal components of both the output 
response and input excitation. Then, the effects of the cross-interaction of the 
identical two-mass or seven-mass system and the identical or different two-spring-mass 
system, all of which have the identical square foundations along a line on the surface 
of the Voigt type visco-elastic stratum over the rigid bed rock, are discussed based 
upon the amplitude characteristics of the dimensionless transfer functions in compari-
son to those of the single mass and the single spring-mass systems on the same stratum.
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2. Dynamical Ground Compliances of Rectangular Foundations on a Visco-
   Elastic Stratum 
 In order to obtain the basic dynamical characteristics of a soil-multi-foundation 
system, the analytical expressions of the dynamical ground compliances of a rectangu-
lar foundation on the surface of the Voigt type visco-elastic stratum on the rigid bed 
rock are developed for the three types of distributed harmonic force excitations which 
are the vertical and horizontal excitations and the rotational excitation about a princi-
pal axis of rectangular area. The ground compliance of a rectangular foundation is 
defined as the dimensionless force-displacement transfer function which means the 
complex amplitude ratio of the average Fourier transformed displacement weighted 
by the stress distribution in a rectangular area on the surface of the ground 
to the total transformed force applied to another rectangular area on the same 
surface. 
2.1. Analytical Expressions of Ground Compliance 
  For the homogeneous isotropic Voigt solid, the displacement vector U satisfies 
the following vector equation: 
                08         ,a)±(,d'H at117(17•U)+(p+,11'Ot)(V•17)U=0 ateU (2.1) 
in which t is time, V the gradiant operator with respect to spatial coordinates,  2 and p 
are Lame's elastic constants,  ' and p' the corresponding viscosity constants, and 
p is density of the solid. By taking the right-hand Cartesian coordinates system 
(X, Y, Z) with the X-Y plane on the surface of the stratum and the Z-axis in 
the downward direction, the solution  U  ={U, V,  W} of Eq. (2.1) is obtained in 
the following form through the triple Fourier transform with respect to X, Y and 
 t: 
  {U, V,  TV}  —.9-11ü(8, r,  co),  RR, r, to),  ir r,  (OE 
 1-(jodp
sinhazZ                     ——atilz}                                              772 
 1±frodp  coshazZ                 ± — h9212,  —  jr  A2,  —azAll 
 722 
 ±{B1,  Cl, a*(13B2+ /CO} sinhct2Z 
                                      z 
 ±  {B2,  C2,  —±(19Bi+ICO}cosha2Z1 (2.2) 
in which
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                             2 
    ay = ii2 y _  ai7. 2                1+ PO dp 1  ±  jth  ds 
      Z44)= 
V!'j = v_ 
                   V p fi     V p=   
 P 
            At+2,1.1 ds— fit  dp—2.3)   2+ 2
11( 
where  a, is frequency and  S, r denote the wave number corresponding to the X-
and  I"- direction,  V„,  V, are P- and S-wave velocity and  d„ d, are the corresponding 
viscosity coefficients. In Eq. (2.2),  1r7(p, r,  (0),  (fi,  r,  w),  112-(p,  r,  0)1 means the 
triple Fourier transform of [U, V,  W}, and the triple inverse operator  .F-3 is defined 
as 
P-3[IC(8, r,to),  V  (S,(0)l'(9, r,07)11—{U, V,  W} 
 =(—)3125''C r,co),r,0)),(er,co)} el(x13+Y"tte)diSdIdo 
                                                (2.4) 
where — represent the triple Fourier transform with respect to time t and spatial 
coordinates, X and  1'. Also, A1,  Ay, B1,  By, C1 and  Cy in Eq. (2.2) are the arbitrary 
functions of the parameters  p, r and  co, which are to be determined from the bounda-
ry conditions on the surface  (Z=0) and the interface between the stratum and the 
bed rock (Z=H). 
 With the aid of Eqs. (2.2) and (2.4), the stress components  frzy,  ryz,  cry} at  Z=0 
are expressed respectively as follows; 
                          1+feud!,11
as2+aifir  rzxz=0 = -firs[(1 +pods) (2jRai2 A1-a2zc1)]     77 
                                                   (2.5) 
 rYzz=c,fe.F-3[(1+ pods) (2jral l+tdb A1-Bra2                                     B1- r2+64c1N           77ce2 
                                                (2.6) 
                       p  cz I z=0—fir2[(1+Pods){(e4+192 + r2)1+odp2Ay ± 2ji9By 2/TC2}1 
                                                   (2.7) 
  Referring to Fig. 1, the two rectangular areas, both of which have the sides parallel 
to the X- and Y-axis, are considered and the ground compliance associated with the
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                          Fig.  1. Soil-foundation system considered. 
k-th rectangular area with the dimensions  (2B, x  2C,) is to be evaluated when the 
stress distribution in the  /-th rectangular area with the dimensions  (213,  x  2C,) is 
prescribed according to the following three types of force  excitation: a) vertical 
excitation, b) horizontal excitation in the X-direction and c) rotational  excitation 
about the principal axis of the rectangular area parallel to the Y-axis. The stress 
distribution in each case is given in the form of  q  ,(X,  Y  )Q(t) in which subscript 
 j=V, H, R corresponds to the type of excitation. Then the boundary condition at 
the surface,  Z=0, is expressed in the following form corresponding to each case: 
(a) Vertical excitation 
 rzx=ryz=0 
                   for I X—X1 I >or I Y—I >CI 
   0z=10 
 —  quv•Q(/) for  I  X—  Xi  I  <131 and  I Y—  Yt  I  <C, (2.8) 
(b) Horizontal excitation 
 6z=ryz=0 
     _10 for  I  X—  X1>  B, or I Y— Y11 >CI 
    rzx — 
 —qozi•Q(t) for  I  X—  X/  <B, and  I  Y—  Yi  I  <  Cr (2.9) 
(c) Rotational excitation 
 tax=rvz=0 
 10 for  IX—Xi  I  >  Bi or  YtI>C1  az  — X
,          gOle'—•V(t) for  X—X1  I  Br and  I  Y—  I   CI (2.10)
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The amplitude of the resultant exciting force for each case thus becomes 
                                                           4D2inP
z-4BiCrqov, Px=4B2Ciqoa, Mr=—3aIL,IQOR 
  Next, the boundary condition at the interface,  Z—H, between the stratum and 
the rigid bed rock is given by 
 U=  V=  W=0 for Z=H (2.11) 
under the assumption of welded contact of the stratum on the rigid bed rock. Equat-
ing the Fourier transform of the boundary conditions given by Eqs. (2.8) to (2.11) 
into the transformed displacement and stress components at the boundaries which 
are given by Eq. (2.2) and Eqs. (2.5) to (2.7), respectively, six equations for the 
arbitrary functions  A1,  A2, B1,  B2,  Cl and C2 are obtained. By solving these equa-
tions and substituting the solutions into Eq.  (2.2), the three displacement components 
at any point of the Voigt stratum can be determined. The ground compliance of 
the k-th area corresponding to the three types of excitation to the  l-th area are express-
ed in the following dimensionless forms: 
(a) Vertical excitation 
 (1) Horizontal translation parallel to the X-axis 
             ave(a0,ZieXI JP=g 
         Pz0(ao)) Bo 
     a°g2s Jo12c10Fode e2                    F(e) [{e2 (2$2gs)+ 24a2s} 
 gsapas  {cothazhap  cothazhas  —  cosecha  °hal,  cosechaolzaj 
 •eosO•S(aze, 0,  lei,  ci)•S(aoe,  0,  bk, ek) 
 •sinIctoe (xk—  xi)cosOl•coslape  (yk—  y,)sinO} (2.12) 
 (2) Horizontal translation parallel to the Y-axis 
          oo e(ao, xh XI)  JD=P Boa         P
zQ  (ao) 
 v/ C.Az 
 F(e)        aogs2             dBde Eie2 (2s2_                                 gg)d-2o4ce9
    0 
 gsapaslcothaohapcothaohas  —cosechaohcepcosechaohasn 
 •sinO•S  ((toe, 0,  bi,  c1)  •S(aoe, 0,  bk,  ek) 
 •cos{aoe  (xk—  1)  cos0}.sinla0E(y1,—  yi)sirt01 (2.13)
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  (3) Vertical translation 
 •o=   reve(as,  xs-xi)   Bole  P20  (ao) 
     - a'gs S0s120 de gseF(e)ctPNe2       ir 2cothaohap-apascothaslicts}  
•  S(czoe, 0, b1,  ce)•S  (aoe, 0, bk, ck) 
 •coslaoe  (X  k—  i)  cosOl  seas  {ase  (yk-  yi)sin0} (2.14) 
  (4) Rotation about the principal axis parallel to the  Y-axis 
 Yave(aO)  Xk—  XI)  
 PZO  (no) 
    -  aClgs fc10\  de  F  (e) 
          l2&sea°
le        7r20cothaohap-apascothashas} 
    0 
•  S(a0e, 0,  be,  cr)•Ply  (ape, 0,  be,  ck) 
        • {ao$  (xk-  xe)cos0}  •cos{as6  (yk-  yi)sin01 (2.15) 
 (5) Rotation about the principal axis parallel to the X-axis 
           xve(ao, Xiz— Xi)  JY3, =a  Bgs 
 Pz0  (ao) 
       a°gs 5
0'rI2a50F(e)- de gseaPWCOthohap -cep gcothaohas   772 
 •s(ctoe, 0,  b1,  ce).Nx(aoe, 0,  be,  el?) 
 -cosIctoe  (X  k—  X  i)  cosOl  'sin  laoe  (yk-  ye)sin01 (2.16) 
(b) Horizontal excitation parallel to the X-axis 
 (1) Horizontal translation parallel to the X-axis 
  hirrl  g (ao,  Xk—  XI)   Px0  (as) 
 =  a°g'sr2dOr dEj-tanhashasisin20        200  
_  as 
      F(e)Feas                  {e2e0thaphas apasCOthadlap} • COS20 
 •S(ase, 0,  bi,  ci)•S(aDe, 0,  bk,  ck) 
 •cos  {(toe  (x  XI)  cos0}  •cos  IccoE  (yk-  ye)sin01 (2.17)
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  (2) Horizontal translation parallel to the Y-axis 
 = rave(a0, XI,—XI)  
 Px0(ao) 
 =   a°  gs  Sr12 dOFde Letallhaohas+-seas l cothaohas 
 7r2 00a,gF(E) 
 —apascothaohaj] 
 •cosO•sinO•S  (Gee, 0,  bl,  cl)•S(aoe, 0,  bk,  ch) 
 •sinla0E  (xk  —  I)  cosOl  •  sin  {aoe  (yk—  yOsin0} (2.18) 
 (3) Vertical translation 
         frahe(ao,  xh—  xi)  B
oit  Px0(ao) 
      a°gsSffi2(MYF(e)L                      dg —62r-22 
           oit(2e—2aiiaa            rr.20 
        +  gscreas  icothaohap  cothaohas —  cosechaohapcosechaohasli 
 •cosO•S  (aoe, 0,  br,  ci)•  S(a0e, 0,  bk,  ce) 
 .sin  {ctoE  (xh—  xi)cos0} •  cos  {aof  (ye—  yh)sithen (2.19) 
 (4) Rotation about the principal axis parallel to the Y-axis
        diyave(cto, x4— xi) BO
IL                                   Px0 (ao) 
      aogs Viz SOY klf 22-24aa 
               F(e)L{e(2e           rr2D 
 arsatas  {COth  aohapcoth  aohas — cosech  aoliahcosech  aohas}1 
 •cos0.  S  (a/4, 0,  b,,  cg)-  NY  (aoe, 0,  bk,  ck) 
 •cos{aoe  (X  k—  cos0).-cos{ozof  (ye—  yOsin  0} (2.20) 
  (5) Rotation about the principal axis parallel to the X-axis 
  jy.it_  X ave(a0,Xk—X1)   Bgfi         P
x0(ao) 
 2 
       augs2 dO 
 F(E)(2e2 — gs)±24a9           ir20
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        ^ gsapas  Icothaohapcothaohas  —cosechaohap  cosechaohasH 
 •cos0•8(a0E,  ),b1,  c0  •Nx(acie,  ), bk,  ek) 
 •sin{aoe  (X  k—  X  k)costil•sinlao(yk—  yi)sinel (2.21) 
(c) Rotational excitation about the principal axis parallel to the Y-axis 
 (1) Horizontal translation parallel to the X-axis 
 J  z  ft=  Uave(ao,  Xn—  Xi)           My0"(a0)Bgfl 
    —  (Legs542dayde e2"                      [le(2e— gs) ± 244-       7r200 F(e) 
        ^ gsa  pas  {cothaohap  cothaohas  —cosechaohap  cosechaohas} 
 •cosO•Ny(a0e,  co  •  s(ctoe,  ), bk,  ck)  
•  cos  {ag-  k—  Ocos0)  •  cos  (aof  (y/,—  yOsin01 (2.22) 
 (2) Horizontal translation parallel to the Y-axis 
         Pave(ao,  x5—xt)  
 zicr 1= Bglt         Mr0 (CIO) 
                        2  
    -ages d05o  de F($)[{e2(2f2— gs) 2c4a2,}       a2 
 +  gaps  {cothaohapcothaohas —  cosechaohap  coiechaohas}] 
 •sin61..Ary  (aoe,  ),  b,,  cO  •S(aoe,  ),  bk,  ck) 
 •sinlaoe  (X  k—  i)cos0)..sin{aoe  (  yh  —  y  sin01 (2.23) 
 (3) Vertical translation 
         Cs(aos Xk —  J
zil=         oPly0(ao) x  t)  
   — 
      age  5:2  (my  de   gretg°  {ecothaohap—apascothaohas} 
 •Ny(acE,  ),  b,,  cl)•S(aae,  o,  bk,  ck) 
 •sinlaoe  (X  k—  X  1)  cos)}  •  cos  lao$  (.Yh (2.24)
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  (4) Rotation about the principal axis parallel to the Y-axis 
          {byave(aoxh—   Fit
.83#           M
Y0(ao) 
      —  ar2°gs Str0i2c/05**0F(                 de Fe)P  {e2cothaohap—apascotha  ° s} 
 
•  Ny  ((toe,  0,  b,,  c  1)•Ny  (arse,  0,  bk,  ck)  
•  cos  {aoe  (x  k—  x  1)COSO}  •COS{a0e  (7k—  yi)sinO} (2.25) 
  (5) Rotation about the principal axis parallel to the X-axis 
= 
 0zase(ao,  xk  —xt)  Bg
a  311,0(a°) 
          aogs  
         g200doy de sF(e)eaP { cothaolzap — apascothaohas} 
 •Ny(aoe,  0,  br,  ct)•Nx  (aoe, 0,  bk, 
 *sin  frtoe  (x  k—  x  1)  cost)}  •  sin  Ike  (7k—  yi)sin01 (2.26) 
  In the above equations, the dimensionless frequency  ao, the dimensionless coordi-
nates x and the dimensionless half lengths  bi and  c, of the i-th rectangular area are 
used, which are respectively defined as 
   coBo ,iX 'BDB0 BO`YZ•  a() =x—{x,y,z}b •— c • —Bo(2.27)   VsB0  
where  Bo denotes the referencevalue of length. 
 And, the dimensionless functions appearing in Eqs. (2.12) to (2.26) are defined as 
follows: 
 F(e)—$21(2e2—  gs)2+4a;ctil 
 abas  {(2E2  — g:2                             ) +40}COthaohap•COthaohas 
 +4apase  2  (2E2  Ocosechaoha•cosechaohas (2.28) 
   S (aoe, 0, bi, c,)— sin (biaoecose) sin (c,a0esinO)  b
iaoecos0 ciaoffsin0 
 Nx  (ace,  0,  b„  c,)—                 3  sin (b,a0e-cos0)   J sin  (ciaoesinO) cos(ciaoesinO)  
• 
 c, biagnos0 l (c,a0esin0)2  ciaoesin0 
                3  . J  sin (bictoecos0)  cos  (biaoecos0)  i  sin  (ciaoesinO)    Ny (ape,  0, 1)1, c,)— bi j (bictoecos6)2  kaoecos0  J  ciaoesin0 
 i=1, k (2.29)
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and 
 ap-m/g2—  n2gp,  as  =Ve2—  8.5 
   1 111   g
P1±pod
p 1+ jaovp'8.5—  1  ±  pods  1+  jaays 
     V,A'-F2pIst/41   77p== n277,(2+At,)Vs,  Bo 2+214778— BO 
                    V,)2  1 — 2lz   n2— ,h— (2.30)         A-F2,1‘(2 (1  v) Bo 
 In Eqs. (2.12) to (2.26), the notation  ,J4,1 shows the 2-component of compliance 
associated with the k-th area due to the p type excitation to the  /-th area. The 
symbol  — denotes the Fourier transform with respect to the dimensionless time  r= 
 tV,/B0, and the subscript ave means the following average weighted by the stress 
distribution: 
  aike(ao, xkx1)= 55rzx (x)II(ao, x — xi)d xd  y  11z x(x)d x d y 
   DkD„ 
 rave(a0) Xk= XI)=55 rY Z (x)-17(ao, x —xl)dxdy /55 r17(x)dxdy 
   D„Dk 
  fray e (ao, xk — x z)=SSz (x)(ao, x —xi)dxdy /S56z(x)dxdy 
   DkDk 
  6YOVe(ao, xk—xz)=55(x) ir(ao, x—xl)dxdy /55(x—ocOcz(x)dxdy 
   D„D„ 
   Xave(a05 Xk— X1)=55DkC Z (X)ir (DO,  X—  Xi) dXdy /55(y— yg)0-z  (x) dxdy                                                                D„ 
                                               (2.31) 
 The function  F(e) in Eq. (2.28) is the dimensionless frequency equation of the 
Rayleigh waves of the visco-elastic stratum on the rigid bed rock. And, the func-
tions S, Nx and Ny in Eq. (2.29) represent the contribution of the uniform stress 
distribution in the cases of vertical and horizontal excitations and those of the 
triangular stress distributions in the cases of the rotations about the principal axis 
parallel to the X- and Y-axis, respectively. It is noted that the function  tanhaoha, 
in Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) for the cases of horizontal translations due to horizontal 
excitation is the inverse of the dimensionless frequency equation of the Love waves of 
the visco-elastic stratum on the rigid bed rock. 
2.2 Numerical Examples of the Ground Compliance 
 The dimensionless ground compliances of the rectangular foundation on a visco-
elastic stratum on the rigid bed rock defined by Eqs. (2.12) to (2.26) are evaluated
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                        Table. Specifications of Figures 2 and 3. 
   Fig. number relative coordinates component of compliance type of excitation 
 PC—X,  A p 
    2(a)  {0, 0,  0} vertical (Z) vertical (Z) 
 2(b)  {0, 0,  0} horizontal (X) horizontal (X) 
 2(c)  {0, 0, 0} rotational (ZX) rotational (ZX) 
 2(d)  {0, 0, 0} rotational (ZX) horizontal (X) 
    3(a)  {4, 0, 0} vertical  (Z) vertical (Z) 
 3(b)  {4, 0,  0} horizontal (X) horizontal (X) 
    3(c)  {4, 0,  0} rotational (ZX) rotational  (ZX) 
    3(d)  {4, 0, 0} rotational (ZX) horizontal (X) 
    3(e)  {4, 0, 0) rotational (ZX) vertical  (Z) 
    3(f)  {1, 0, 0) horizontal (X) vertical (Z) 
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            Fig.  3. Ground compliances of square foundationarea,  ick—x.= {4, 0,  0} 
numerically in the cases where the dimensionless thickness of the stratum h=2, 4 and 
 o0.  It is assumed that the Poisson's ratio of the stratum  2,  =1/4, the dimensionless 
viscosity coefficients  nt=72„=0.1, and both the k-th and  /-th foundation have the
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     Fig. 4. Absolute values of the horizontal component ofground compliances to horizontal 
             excitation. 
identical square areas being along the X-axis at the surface of the stratum. The 
halflength of the side of the square areas is taken as the reference value of length, 
namely,  Bi=13„=.130 or  bi=b„  =1. The numerical results of the ground  compli-
ances are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, where the solid and broken curves correspond re-
spectively to the real and imaginary parts of the dimensionless ground compliances. 
The dimensionless relative coordinates,  x„—x„ of the center of the k-th area to that 
of the  /-th area, the component of compliance A and the type of excitation p in these 
figures are shown in Table. 
  From Figs. 2 and 3, it is found that in the case of stratum, the radiation damping 
is very small in the frequency range lower than the lowest resonance frequency of 
the stratum and that the effect of the thickness of stratum on the ground compliance 
is stronger in order of vertical, horizontal and rotational excitations. And also it 
is shown that the resonance frequencies of the horizontal component due to the hori-
zontal excitation are lower than those of other cases because the Love type waves may 
be predominant in the former case and the Rayleigh type waves in the latter cases. 
  As shown in Figs.  3  (e) and (f), in the case where  x,,  —x,=  [4,  0,  01, the rotational 
component  PI about the principal axis parallel to the Y-axis and the  horizontal 
component  jj in the X-direction due to the vertical excitation are generated 
mainly by the Rayleigh type waves. In Figs.  3  (a) to (f), it is shown that the ground 
compliances on the surface apart from the exciting area vary rapidly with the increase 
of the frequency parameter, and also that the rotational component becomes large 
when the frequency parameter exceeds the lowest resonance frequency of the Ray-
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leigh type. In Figs. 4(a) and (b) the absolute values of the X-direction horizontal 
component of ground compliance  I  ill to the horizontal excitation in the X-direction 
are shown for the cases where  h=2 and 4, respectively, varying the dimensionless 
distance x=  I  x  „—  x, I from 0 to 24. From these figures, it is found that in the frequen-
cy range lower than the fundamental natural frequency of the stratum, the absolute 
values of the ground compliance increase sharply in the vicinity of the fundamental 
frequency as the distance becomes large, whereas in the higher frequency range the 
absolute values seem to decay almost at the same rate with increase of frequency 
parameter regardless of the value of distance. It is noted, however, that the varia-
tion of the absolute values of ground compliance are moderate in the wide frequency 
range for the case where  X=0, and also that in the case of thick stratum their varia-
tion in the higher frequency range are very complicated due to the interference of 
the various waves of different types and of different passes when the distance becomes 
large. 
3. Transfer Functions of Soil-Structure Cross-Interaction Systems 
  The dynamical characteristics of a soil-structure cross-interaction system consist-
ing of L-number of structures which are along the X-axis on the surface of a visco-
elastic stratum over the rigid bed rock are now considered. Two kinds of excitations 
to the soil-structure system are supposed here, one of which is the  displacement ex-
citation at the free surface of the stratum or at the soil-rock interface, and the other 
is the force excitation at one of the basement masses of the structural system. For 
the sake of simplicity, only the X-direction horizontal components of the excitations 
and responses are considered.  Therefore, it is assumed that the vertical and rotational 
components of the response of the structural system are restrained by an appropriate 
foundation structure. The model of the structural system considered here is the 
multi-mass system or the shear type multi-spring-mass system as shown in Figs. 5, 6, 
13 and 17. All the dynamical characteristics of the soil-structure system are discussed 
in the form of dimensionless transfer functions. In defining dimensionless quantities, 
 B0,  B  to and  130/V, are chosen as the basic reference values concerning length, mass 
and time, respectively. 
  In order to obtain the overall transfer function of displacement response of the soil-
structure system, the following four basic dimensionless transfer functions are introduc-
ed; first, the displacement transfer function  CZ  (jag) of the free surface to the dis-
placement excitation at the soil-rock interface, secondly, the displacement transfer 
function  iGi)(ja0) of the j-th level of the  i-th structure to the displacement excitation 
at the basement mass, thirdly, the displacement transfer function  ,q(jao) of the 
basement mass to the displacement excitation at the free surface of the stratum, and 
finally the displacement transfer function  ,Gp(jao) of the  basement mass of the i-th 
structure to the force excitation applied to the basement mass of the 1-th structure. 
Making use of the above-mentioned transfer functions, the overall dimensionless 
transfer functions of the soil-structure system are expressed as follows: 
1) The displacement transfer function of the j-th level of the i-th structure to the 
displacement excitation at the free surface of the  stratum„GZ  (  ja0) 
 ids  (jao)=  (jcto)•  „G's  (jag) (3.1)
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2) The displacement transfer function of the j-th level of the i-th structure to the 
displacement excitation at the soil-rock  interface„GWao) 
 iGL(  jao)=,GA(  jao).Gli(jao) (3.2) 
3) The displacement transfer function of the j-th level of the i-th structure to the 
force excitation applied to the basement mass of the  1-th  structure„Gi(  ja0) 
 1G1(jao)=  iG  jao)  .ici(jao) (3.3) 
  In the above equations,  j=,1-1,  ao denotes the dimensionless frequency, the left 
subscript means the number of structure, the right superscript and subscript rep-
resent the position of response and that of excitation, respectively. The basic dimen-
sionless transfer functions appearing in Eqs. (3.1) to (3.3) are derived below. 
3.1 Displacement transfer function of the stratum,  GEjap) 
  The dimensionless displacement transfer function of the free surface of the Voigt 
type visco-elastic stratum to the uniform displacement excitation at the soil-rock 
interface is given by the following one-dimensional  formes): 
                      ja011,11/ (1 + jaeVs)}C/53(ic(0 (3.4)  1  exp{  —  2/ad/All/(1+  jaas)} 
3.2 The displacement transfer function of the structural  system„00(ja0) 
  The model of the individual structure of the multi-structural system is supposed to 
be a shear type lumped spring-mass system as shown in Fig. 5. The degrees of 
freedom of the i-th structure are assumed to be  N  i+  1 including its basement mass. 
The Fourier transformed equations of motion in the fixed coordinates are expressed 
as 
 (;[k]—ali  Erni din=z{x}u?,  i  =  1,2,  •  •  •, L (3.5) 
in which 
                                -m
i 
                                                 m2. zlul=jErni=iz.. . 
    (rbi)Lo flirt 
                                                          o _ 
    (1;11      9
iLc=  _kc  kl+k1+, 
 -0   
 +  jaccl (3.6)
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and 
 U           -CiCI        ui— Bo' mi— B8p  ,                   BNpiaBog(3.7) 
  In the above equations,  Ui,  MI,  C!, and  ICI are the displacement, mass, viscous 
damping coefficient and shear stiffness of the j-th level of the i-th structure. Solving 
Eq. (3.5), the dimensionless displacement ransfer functions  ,G.10(ja0) are obtained as 
 follows: 
 i{G}  {iGO} —  2  —  ld_KJ  i[ral-li{x} (3.8) 
3.3 The displacement transfer functions of the soil-structure system, 
 ,G2(jao)  and  ,G2(jaa) 
  The basic responses of the soil-structural system are the displacement vector and 
force vector of the L-number of connecting points between the multi-structural system 
and stratum. The Fourier transform of the dimensionless force r transmitted to 
the i-th connecting point from the i-th structure subjected to the dimensionless force 
 f,° at the basement mass is given by 
 F  ?=  {a6 7n2+ki  —  1.)}  112  +72 (3.9)
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where 
  oo  oM2F°    u•—f— (3.10)      /3
0nez 
In the above equations,  U2,  RP are the displacement and force of the i-th connecting 
point and  MP,  FP denote the basement mass and the force acting on it. 
  On the other hand, the dimensionless force vector  {r}° can be expressed in terms 
of the dimensionless displacement  PP, the dimensionless uniform displacement 
excitation  u° at the free surface of the stratum and the ground compliance matrix 
[J] as follows: 
 iria=m-1({ino_  wits)                                                (3.11) 
where 
 71-s[JI]=Encn (3.12) 
Representing Eq. (3.9) in the vector-matrix from, 
 ITY=LS1{10°+{1}° (3.13) 
where 
 [S]=-agnd+ki(iGli-1)  0 
 aF,m?  +  (1Go-1) 
    0  akt1+ (3.14) 
and equating Eq. (3.11) to Eq. (3.13), the transformed input-output relation in the 
dimensionless frequency domain is obtained as follows: 
 (E/1-77  Es1){72}°=11W+7101.° (3.15) 
in which [I] is the identity matrix and  [1)  =  {1,  1,  ...,  I  }T. The element  Jf in the 
matrix  [J] in Eq. (3.12) means the dimensionless ground compliance of the k-th area 
due to the force excitation on the  /-th area. The matrix  [S] defined by Eq. (3.14) 
is the dimensionless force transfer matrix of the connecting points to the displacement 
excitation at the points. In the case of the soil-structure system consisting of the 
independent structures, the matrix  [S] is a diagonal matrix as shown in Eq. (3.14). 
The solution of Eq. (3.15) is given by 
 Es1)-1  ({I}its+En{/}°) (3.16) 
By substituting  (110=  [01 into Eq. (3.16), the dimensionless displacement transfer 
vector  {G}2 of the connecting points to the uniform displacement excitation u8 at the 
free surface of the stratum is obtained as follows: 
      100,---{,Gosuao}_ „is=([11—[J] [S])-1{1} (3.17)
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 On the other hand, by putting and  f  /Jo=  (0.-f,9-0) in Eq. (3.16), the 
dimensionless displacement transfer vector  {G12 of the connecting points to the force 
 excitation  f  p at the basement mass of the  /-th structure is written as follows: 
                       ({G}cir={iG7(ja(:)} = f=-C.11  [81-1 (3.18) 
in which  {J), is the  /-th column of the dimensionless ground compliance matrix 
 In the case where the model of the structural system is idealized a multi-mass system, 
the matrix  [5] in Eq. (3.14) is simply expressed as follows: 
 [S]=-  aguil  0 
                                                              Nt 
 ao E (3.19) 
 _0  ag  my]  ,
3.3 Numerical examples and discussions 
  The model of the soil-structure cross-interaction system used in the numerical analy-
sis consist of the visco-elastic stratum over the rigid bed rock and the multi-mass or 
multi-spring-mass system which are in uniform space along the x-axis on the surface 
of the stratum. The visco-elastic stratum is supposed to be the Voigt solid with the 
Poisson's ratio  v=1/4, the dimensionless viscosity coefficients ,2„—i2,,=0.1 and the 
dimensionless thickness h=2, 4, 10 or  00. The structural system is idealized as the 
identical two- or seven-mass system or the two-spring-mass system each of which has 
a square foundation with sides parallel to the x-  ory-axis. For the sake of comparison, 
the single mass and the single spring-mass system are considered. 
 k-2bH  1-2b2-1 
 2c  2c2 
 MI  M2 
 lc--  X 
            h V
oigt  solid 
                   WAY/ 
                               = b2= 1
                  v = 1/4 cl/bir-c2/b2=1  il
p=  Pls=  0.1  X = 4 
                                     Fig. 6. Two-mass system.
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 The dynamical characteristics of the soil-structure cross-interaction system are 
studied in the form of dimensionless transfer functions associated with the displace-
ment responses of the soil-structure system subjected to the two types of excitation 
one of which is the force excitation acting on one of the  mass or basement masses of 
the system and the other is the uniform displacement excitation at the free surface 
of the stratum. In the case of the force excitation, the structure subjected to the 
force is  called the active structure whereas the structures other than active one are 
called the passive  structures's). Without loss of essential features of the problem, 
only the horizontal components in the x-direction are considered for both the response 
and excitation, because the horizontal components of the earthquake response of 
structures have been regarded as one of the most important measures for the aseismic 
design and the structures on the soft stratum used to be supported by the piles having 
the large vertical stiffness as compared with horizontal one. And also, only the ampli-
tude characteristics of the transfer functions are shown in graphical forms because 
of their primary significance in estimating the dynamical characteristics. 
  At first, as shown in Fig. 6, the identical two-mass system subjected to the force 
excitation is considered as the simplest cross-interaction system, and the transfer 
functions of the displacements of both the active and passive masses are evaluated in 
the case of dimensionless distance x=4. Figs. 7(a) to (d) and Figs. 8(a) to (d) show 
the displacement amplitude characteristics  IIG?I of the active mass and those  I  2G2 
of the passive mass in the cases where (a)  h-2, (b) h=4, (c)  11=10 and (d)  h  —  00, 
respectively. In Figs. 7 and 8, the displacement amplitude characteristics of the 
single mass system and those corresponding to the foundation area of the passive mass 
at the free surface are respectively shown by the dotted curves. From these figures, 
it is indicated that the displacement transfer function of a structure to the force excita-
tion is remarkably influenced by the existence of the adjacent structure particularly 
in the cases of relatively shallow strata. It is also found that the cross-interaction 
effects are considerably different in the frequency ranges lower and higher than the 
fundamental natural frequency of the stratum. The fundamental natural frequency 
 001 of the stratum, which is caused by the  multiple reflection of S-waves, is given 
by  7r  /  2h, and the values of  °a51 are 0.785, 0.393, 0.157, and 0, respectively, for dimen-
sionless thickness  11=2, 4, 10 and co. As found from Figs. 2 to 4, the radiation damp-
ing is small in the lower frequency range than the fundamental natural frequency 
of the stratum and large in the higher frequency range except the neighbourhood of 
the natural frequencies of the stratum. It has been known that the increase of dimen-
sionless mass, which is called mass ratio hereafter, makes the critical damping ratio 
as well as the fundamental frequency of the soil-structure system decrease. Hence, 
as shown in Fig. 7, if the mass ratio is so large that the fundamental natural frequency 
of the soil-structure system becomes comparatively smaller than that of the stratum, 
the displacement amplitude characteristics are shape and their peak values are consid-
erably large. On the contrary, if the mass ratio is  sufficiently small to make the 
fundamental natural frequency of the soil-structure system a little smaller than that 
of the stratum, the displacement amplitude characteristics become rather flat and 
their peak values, appearing in the vicinities of the natural frequencies of the stratum 
and those mainly due to the interaction between structures and their sub-soil, are 
relatively small due to high damping characteristics in the higher frequency range. 
From Fig. 7 it is found that the effects of the cross-interaction on the displacement
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amplitude characteristics of the active mass are remarkable in the lower frequency 
range, particularly in the cases where  h = 2 and 4. Consequently, the general fea-
tures of the displacement amplitude characteristics of the two-mass system become 
quite different from those of the single mass system. In the case of the cross-inter-
action system composed of dual identical masses, two natural frequencies appear in 
the vicinity of the natural frequency of the single mass system. The vibrational mode 
having the lower frequency seems to be of the in-phase type and the other mode hav-
ing the higher frequency may be of the out-of-phase type, although this classification 
of modes can not exactly be applicable to the soil-structure system in which the so-
called modal coupling does occur. As shown in Figs. 7(a) and (b) in the frequency 
range lower than the fundamental natural frequency of the stratum, the peak values 
of the active mass of the two-mass system are considerably smaller than the peak value 
of the single mass system becuase of the interference between the above-mentioned 
two vibrational modes. As indicated in Figs. 7(a) to (d), however, in the frequency 
range higher than the fundamental natural frequency of the stratum, the peak values 
of the two-mass system are somewhat larger than those of the single mass system since 
the lower vibrational modes near the surface are rather similar and the heavy modal 
coupling may occur between these modes. It is also found that as the frequency 
increases the general features of the transfer functions of the two-mass system become 
almost similar to those of the single mass system becuase of the contribution of the 
waves having comparatively short wave length. Hence, in the higher frequency 
range the effects of the thickness of stratum and of the distance between structures 
may be trivial especially for the active mass. With regard to the passive mass of the 
identical two-mass system, as shown in Fig. 8(a) to (d), it is noted that when the mass 
ratio is large, the values of the displacement amplitude characteristics of the passive 
mass of the two-mass system are of the same order to those of the active mass in the 
vicinities of the resonance frequencies almost regardless of the thickness of the stratum, 
since the cross-interaction is remarkable due to the coincidence of the resonance 
frequencies of individual structure-subsoil system. 
 Figs. 9 and 10 show the effects of the distance between two identical masses on the 
displacement amplitude characteristics  I1G1  I of the active mass and those  I2G? I of the 
passive mass, respectively, in the case where  /1=2. Figs. 11 and 12 are the same 
figures in the case where h=4. From Figs. 9 and 11, it is found that when the mass 
ratio is large, the effects of distance on the displacement amplitude characteristics 
of the active mass is remarkable in the frequency range including the lower natural 
frequencies of the soil-structure system, and also indicated that the effects of distance 
on the amplitude characteristics of the active mass decrease as the mass ratio becomes 
small and the thickness of stratum becames large. From Figs. 10 and 12, however, 
it is shown that the effects of distance on the displacement amplitude characteristics 
of the passive mass are significant even in the case where the mass ratio is sufficiently 
small and the thickness of stratum is comparatively large. Also, Figs. 9 to 12 show 
that when the mass ratio is small and the lowest natural frequency due to the interac-
tion between structure and its surrounding sub-soil exceeds the fundamental natural 
frequency of the stratum the effects of distance appear in broad frequency range, 
because of the increase of damping and of the strong modal coupling in the higher 
frequency range. It is also indicated that when the natural frequency of the structure-
subsoil system is in the higher frequency range, the resonance frequency in the neigh-
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bourhood of the fundamental frequency of the stratum is significant particularly in 
the case where the mass ratio is small and the thickness of stratum is comparatively 
large, whereas when the natural frequency of the structure-subsoil system is in the 
lower frequency range, the lower resonance frequency with the in-phase type mode 
becomes important as the mass ratio is large and the distance between two masses 
is comparatively short as compared with the dimension of foundation. As shown 
in Figs. 11(a) to (c) for the case of deep stratum, there exists the resonance frequency, 
which seems to be inherent in the stratum, between the fundamental natural frequency 
of the stratum and the natural frequency of the structure-subsoil system. As the 
mass ratio becomes large and the lower natural frequency of the structure-subsoil 
system approaches to the above-mentioned resonance frequency, the second resonance 
becomes remarkable. From Figs. 9 to 12, it can be pointed out that the decrease 
of the distance between two masses does not always give monotonous effects even on 
the peak values of the displacement amplitude characteristics of the active mass, 
because the cross-interaction depends complicatedly on the exciting frequency, the 
dynamical characteristics and geometrical configuration of the soil-structure system, 
while the effects of distance on the displacement amplitude characteristics of the 
passive mass of the two identical masses are rather monotonous because of the pre-
liminary filtering action by the active mass and of the rapid decay of the visco-elastic 
waves with the distance. 
  Secondly, in order to find the effects of the cross-interaction on the trasfer functions 
of displacements of the soil-structure system subjected to the uniform displacement 
excitation at the free surface of soil ground, which may be primarily concerned with 
the earthquake responses of structures, the multi-mass system on the visco-elastic 
stratum over the rigid bed rock is considered as shown in Fig. 13. Figs. 14 to 16 show 
the displacement amplitude characteristics  I  ,G  21 of such a soil-structure system consist-
ing of identical masses with the same square foundation area and equal spacing x=4 
to the uniform displacement excitation at the free surface. Figs. 14(a) and (b) indicate 
comprehensively the effect of number of masses on the displacement amplitude 
characteristics of the soil-structure system in the  cases where  h  =2 and 4, respectively.  
1  2 
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                             F-2b1-121:1/4•141.21co 
                      hI.—xi —t—       1 Voiat  said 
 v.1/4  Ip=1.-  0.1  x1-F  7 
                                  Fig. 13. L-mass system. 
In these figures, the dotted and solid curves represent the displacement amplitude 
characteristics of the single mass and the two-mass system, respectively, and the 
broken curves show the envelope of the amplitude characteristics of each mass of the 
seven-mass system. From these figures it is found that when the significant resonance 
frequency appears in the frequency range lower than the fundamental natural frequen-
cy of the stratum, the difference between the displacement amplitude characteristics 
of the single mass and the two-mass systems is small for the case of the displacement 
excitation as compared with the case of the force excitation. This may be inter-
preted by the fact that the in-phase type mode of the previously-mentioned two modes 
is predominantly generated in the lower frequency range where the radiation damp-
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 Fig. 14. Displacement amplitude characteristics of L-mass system to surface displacement excitation.
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ing is slight, particularly for the case of identical two-mass system subjected to the 
uniform displacement excitation. However, when the lowest natural frequency 
due to the interaction between structure and its subsoil is in the frequency range 
higher than the fundamental natural frequency of the stratum, various modes in-
cluding the above-mentioned two modes appear and their separation becomes in-
complete because of the modal coupling caused by large radiation damping as well 
as small mass ratio. Hence, the difference between the amplitude characteristics 
of the two-mass system and those of the single mass system is considerably remark-
able in the wide frequency range, especially in the case of deep stratum. By com-
paring Fig. 14(a) with Fig. 14(b), it is found that for the soil-structure system having 
the fundamental natural frequency within the frequency range from the fundamental 
natural frequency of the deep stratum to that of the shallow stratum, the peak value 
of the displacement amplitude characteristics of shallow stratum is remarkably larger 
than that of deep stratum, whereas for the soil-structure system, having the resonance 
frequency higher than the fundamental natural frequency of the shallow stratum, the 
values of the amplitude characteristics of deep stratum are somewhat larger then 
those of shallow stratum. In general, the value of the fundamental natural frequency 
of the soil-structure system decreases and the maximum peak value of the displacement 
amplitude characteristics increases as the number of masses of the identical multi-
mass system increases. The decrease of fundamental natural frequency is simply 
caused by the increase of dynamic loading by masses on the surface of stratum. The 
increase of the maximum peak value of the displacement amplitude characteristics 
may be explained by two facts one of which is the dispersion of energy distribution 
to each mass of a multi-mass system and the other is the increase of total transmitted 
energy due to the degradation of damping characteristics accompanied by the in-
crease of cross-interaction with the number of masses. Hence, as shown in Fig. 14, 
the effects of the number of masses are remarkable in the frequency range in which 
strong cross-interaction is anticipated. In the sufficiently low and high frequency 
ranges, the effects of the number of masses vanish irrespective to the mass ratio and 
the thickness of stratum. Figs. 15 and 16 show the displacement amplitude charac-
teristics of each mass of the identical seven-mass system in the cases where h=2 and 
4, respectively. It is found that as the mass ratio becomes large, the values of the 
displacement amplitude characteristics increase on the average and the dispersion 
about the average is large. As mentioned previously, in the case of the  uniform dis-
placement excitation, the in-phase type vibrational mode is predominantly excited at 
the fundamental natural frequency of the soil-structure system. In Figs. 15 and 16, 
it is shown that as regard to the fundamental mode the amplitude at the center-
located mass is largest and it decreases considerably towards the outer masses. In 
the frequency range higher than the natural frequency of the stratum, the displace-
ment amplitude characteristics are much complicated due to the complexity of ground 
compliance itself and of the interference among various modes. In these figures, the 
broken curves show the displacement amplitude characteristics of the single mass 
system. It is indicated that the maximum peak value of the amplitude characteris-
tics of the seven-mass system is considerably large as compared with that of the single 
mass system. It is also found that there is the frequency range in which the ampli-
tudes of the seven-mass system are smaller than the amplitude of the single mass 
system.
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  Next, as a more realistic model of the soil-structure system than the model shown 
in Fig. 6, the dual-spring-mass system with the distance  x=4 and the same square 
fundation area on the Voigt type  visco-clastic stratum over the rigid bed rock is con-
sidered as shown in Fig. 17. Denoting the characteristics of the i-th structure by 
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 S;= (m9,  m,1.,  251, the three types of such structures are supposed, namely, I  {1.0, 
1.2,  1.5},  11  {1.0, 2.0,  1.0} and  111=11.0, 3.6,  0.6}. Here,  In? and  ml denote the 
dimensionless masses, that is, the ratios of basement mass and upper mass of the 
i-th structure to the reference mass  138p, respectively, and is defined as the 
fundamental frequency ratio of the i-th structure to the stratum, namely,  2,-= 
 (k"1"11)112/(42h). The values of characteristic parameters of the three structural 
models  S5=1,  II and III are determined to correspond to three-story, five-story and 
nine-story building structures,  respectively, assuming that the total mass of the upper 
N-story structure is given by  me  —0.4N, and the fundamental frequency ratio is 
proportional to  (N5+1)-1, and also that the value of  m2 is unity for all the structural 
models and the value of  2, is unity for the structural model  S,=11. The viscous 
damping  coefficients of these structural models are determined by supposing the 
critical damping ratio  C5--0.01 for all the models. Figs. 18 (a) and  (1)) show the 
displacement amplitude characteristics  I  1G1lof the single spring-mass system to the 
force excitation at the basement mass in the cases where  h=2 and 4, respectively. 
In these figures, the solid and broken curves correspond to the amplitude characteris-
tics of the upper mass and those of the basement mass, respectively. It is shown 
that the amplitude of the basement mass decreases remarkably at the natural frequency 
of the structure due to the so-called dynamic absorber phemomenon and that the 
fundamental natural frequency of the soil-structure system appears at a slightly lower 
side of the natural frequency of the structure in the case of  S  t=II or III, whereas in
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the case of  S1=1, it appears at a little lower side of the fundamental frequency of the 
stratum. When the mass ratio or the number of story becomes so large that the lowest 
natural frequency of the structure-subsoil system is smaller than the fundamental 
natural frequency of the stratum, the amplitude characteristics are sharp and their 
values are large because of the low damping characteristics of the lower frequency 
range. On the other hand, as the mass ratio or the number in story becomes small 
and the lowest natural frequency of the structure-subsoil system exceeds the funda-
mental natural frequency of the stratum, the amplitude characteristics are broadened 
and their values are small due to the high damping characteristics in the higher fre-
quency range. In Figs. 18(a) and (b), it is shown that for the same value of  2„ the 
peak value of the displacement amplitude characteristics of the basement mass is 
smaller in the case of deep stratum than in the case of shallow stratum while the peak 
value of the amplitude characteristics of upper mass is smaller for the shallow stratum 
than for deep stratum. As mentioned previously, however, for the same value of 
 a0 in the frequency range from the fundamental natural frequency of the deep stratum 
to that of the shallow stratum, the peak values of displacement amplitude characteris-
tics of both the upper and basement masses may be larger for shallow stratum than for 
deep stratum. In Figs. 19(a) to (d), the displacement amplitude characteristics  
I  iGi I of the active spring-mass system of the identical two-spring-mass system sub-
jected to the force excitation are shown by the solid curves for both cases where  h=2 
and 4. In these figures, broken curves represent the corresponding amplitude 
characteristics of the single spring-mass system. Figs. 19(a) and (c) show the ampli-
tude characteristics  I1G1  I of the upper mass while Figs. 19(b) and (d) represent those 
 11911 of the basement mass. It is indicated that the effects of the cross-interaction 
decrease considerably the peak value of the displacement amplitude characteristics 
of the active spring-mass system of the identical two-spring-mass system as compared 
with that of the single spring-mass system in the frequency range lower than the 
fundamental natural frequency of the stratum particularly in the case of  S 
However, in the frequency range higher than the fundamental natural frequency of 
the stratum, the amplitude characteristics are broad and the peak value of the two-
spring-mass system is rather large than that of the single spring-mass system. It 
can be pointed out that the general features of the displacement amplitude characteris-
tics of the identical two-spring-mass system are similar to those of the identical two-
mass system, but the cross-interaction effects seem to be weaker in the former case 
than for the latter case for the same value of resonance frequency, especially for low 
resonance frequency. This may be interpreted by the fact that for the same low 
resonance frequency, the total mass ratio as well as the amplitude of the basement 
mass are much small in the case of the two-spring-mass system as compared with those 
of the two-mass system. 
  Figs. 20 (a) and (b) show the displacement amplitude characteristics  liG(,  I of the 
single spring-mass system to the displacement excitation at the free surface of the 
stratum in the cases where  ii=2 and 4, respectively. The solid and broken curves 
indicate the amplitude characteristics  11Gs  I of the upper mass and those  I1G2  I of the 
basement mass, respectively. By comparing these figures with Figs. 18 (a) and (b), 
it is found that the general features of the transfer functions of the single spring-mass 
system to the displacement excitation are similar to those or the force excitation. 
In Figs.  21  (a) to (d), the displacement amplitude characteristics  I  J.G.1 I of the identical
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 Fig. 19. Displacement amplitude characteristics of  two-spring-mass system to force excitation.
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two-spring-mass system to the uniform displacement excitation are shown for both 
cases where  11=2 and 4. The broken curves in these figures represent the displace-
ment amplitude characteristics of the corresponding single spring-mass system to the 
displacement excitation. By comparing Fig. 21 with Fig. 19, it can be pointed out 
that in the frequency range lower than the fundamental natural frequency of the 
stratum, the effect of the cross-interaction between the identical two-spring-mass 
system which decrease the peak value of the displacement amplitude characteristics 
to the force excitation disappears in the case of the uniform displacement excitation, 
whereas in the higher frequency range the cross-interaction effects seem to be the same 
degree for both types of excitation. These facts may be interpreted by the predomi-
nance of the in-phase type mode in the lower frequency range especially for the case 
of the uniform displacement excitation and by the strong modal coupling among vari-
ous modes in the higher frequency range as in the case of the identical two-mass 
system. However, it is noted that in the higher frequency range, the peak values of 
the amplitude characteristics of the two-spring-mass system to the displacement excita-
tion are smaller than those of the single spring-mass system. 
  Finally, to find the cross-interaction between two different structures on a visco-
elastic stratum over the rigid bed rock, the displacement amplitude characteristics 
of two-spring-mass systems to the force excitation and those to the displacement excita-
tion are shown in Figs. 22 and 23, respectively. In Figs. 22 (a) and (b), the displace-
ment amplitude characteristics  'GC  I of the active spring-mass system  S1=-1 of the 
different two-spring-mass system with the distance x=4 and to the force excitation 
at the active basement mass are shown, when varying the dynamical characteristics 
of the passive spring-mass system from  Sa=I to III. In these figures, solid and broken 
curves show the amplitude characteristics I  'GI  I of the upper mass and those  I1G  ?I 
of the basement mass of the active spring-mass system, respectively. From Figs. 
22 (a) and (b), it is found that the amplitude characteristics of the active spring-mass 
system are affected by the dynamical characteristics of the passive spring-mass system 
in the neighbourhood of the fundamental natural frequency of the passive spring-
mass system. It is also found that if the dynamical characteristics, above all, the 
fundamental natural frequencies of the active and passive structures are close to each 
other, the cross-interaction effects become large even for the case where the mass 
ratio of the passive structure is relatively small. As for the effect of the thickness of 
stratum, the cross-interaction in the case of shallow stratum seems to be slightly strong-
er and broader as compared with the case of deep stratum. Figs. 23 (a) and (b) 
show the displacement amplitude characteristics  Oil of the spring-mass system 
51=1 of different two-spring-mass systems subjected to the uniform displacement 
excitation at the surface, when varying the dynamical characteristics  Sy of the other 
spring-mass system from I to III for the cases where  11=2 and 4, respectively. In 
these figures, solid and broken curves represent the amplitude characteristics  01 I 
of the upper mass and those  11921 of basement mass, respectively. By comparing 
Figs. 23 (a) and (b) with Figs. 22 (a) and (b), it is found that though the general 
features of the displacement amplitude characteristics for both cases resemble each 
other, the effects of the cross-interaction in the case of the displacement excitation 
are stronger and broader than those in the case of the force excitation. This may 
be due to the fact that the displacements of both the structures are of same order in 
the case of the displacement excitation, whereas the displacement of the passive struc-
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ture is of lower order than that of the active structure in the case of the force excitation 
especially for different two structures, in other words, the cross-interaction effect 
in the case of the displacement excitation is primary while that in the case of the force 
excitation is secondary for the two structures having different dynamical charac-
teristics. This difference of the effects of the cross-interaction between two structures 
on the displacement amplitude characteristics of the soil-structure system for the two 
types of excitation are emphasized by contrast with the resemblance between the 
displacement amplitude characteristics of the two types of excitation in the case of 
the single spring-mass system as shown in Figs. 18 and 20. From Figs. 23 (a) and (b), 
it is suggested that the displacement amplitude characteristics of a structure in a multi-
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structure system subjected to the displacement excitation may become unexpectedly 
large if the adjacent structures are massive and if their fundamental natural frequencies 
are close to the fundamental frequency of the structure. As regard to the effects of 
the thickness of stratum, it is shown that the cross-interaction in the case of shallow 
stratum is somewhat strong as compared with the case of deep stratum, since the 
damping characteristics of shallow stratum are slight as compared with those of deep 
stratum in the frequency range from the fundamental natural frequency of deep stra-
tum to that of shallow stratum. 
 Fig. 24 shows the amplitude characteristics  I  GB I of the dimensionless transfer func-
tion  GI of the displacement at the free surface of the stratum to the uniform displace-
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                Fig. 24.  Amplitude characteristics at thesurface of stratum 
                         to soil-rock interface excitation. 
ment excitation at the soil-rock interface in the cases where the dimensionless viscosity 
coefficient .123=0.1 and the dimensionless thickness of stratum  h=2 and 4. Simply 
multiplying these amplitude characteristics by the displacement amplitude charac-
teristics of the soil-structure system to the uniform displacement excitation at the free 
surface, the displacement amplitude characteristics of the overall transfer functions 
of the soil-structure system to the uniform displacement excitation at the soil-rock 
interface are obtained. 
4. Concluding Remarks 
  In order to find the effects of the cross-interaction through the soil ground on the 
dynamical characteristics of the multi-structure system resting on a visco-elastic stra-
tum over the rigid bed rock, the amplitude characteristics of the dimensionless transfer 
functions of displacements of the soil-structure system subjected to the force excitation 
at one of the multi-mass system or one of the basement masses of the multi-spring-mass 
system and those to the uniform displacement excitation at the free surface of the 
stratum are numerically evaluated by varying the dynamical parameters of structures,
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the number of structures, the distance between structures and the thickness of the 
stratum. 
  From these analyses, the importance of the effects of the cross-interaction on the 
dynamical characteristics of soil-structure systems is equally emphasized as the effects 
of the interaction between a structure and its surrounding subsoil ground. Though 
the general features of the cross-interaction effects, which are varied depending on the 
distribution of dynamical characteristics of structures as well as the dynamic properties 
of the soil ground, can not be derived from this limited analyses, some remarks arousing 
interest are obtained: 
(1) The general trend of the dynamical characteristics and the effects of the cross-
interaction on them is quite different depending on whether the lowest natural fre-
quency due to the interaction between the structure and the surrounding subsoil is 
in the frequency range lower or higher than the fundamental natural frequency of 
the stratum. When the lowest natural frequency of the structure-subsoil system is 
in the lower frequency range, it becomes the fundamental natural frequency of the 
whole soil-structure system, and the displacement amplitude characteristics of the 
soil-structure system become sharp and high in the vicinity of the fundamental natural 
frequency due to the low damping characteristics in the lower frequency range. 
Hence the effects of the cross-interaction of such a soil-structure system on the dynami-
cal  characteristics of a structure included in the system appear remarkably in the 
vicinity of the natural frequencies contained in the lower frequency range, particular-
ly for the case where the masses of adjacent structures are large and the dynamical 
characteristics of structures composing the multi-structure system are close to each 
other. However, in the exceptional case of the identical two structures subjected 
to the uniform displacement excitation, the cross-interaction effects become trivial 
because the in-phase mode associated with the fundamental natural frequency is 
predominantly excited in such case. If the lowest natural frequency of the structure-
subsoil system is in the higher frequency range, on the other hand, the fundamental 
natural frequency of the soil-structure system is in the neighbourhood of the funda-
mental natural frequency of the stratum, and the displacement amplitude charac-
teristics are broadened and their peak values are relatively small due to the high 
damping characteristics as well as the modal coupling among various modes. Hence 
the cross-interaction effects of such soil-structural system seem to be rather weak in 
the higher frequency range. However, the peak values of the multi-structure system 
are sometimes larger than those of the single structure system in such case. 
(2) The effects of the cross-interaction between the identical two-structure system 
are different depending on the type of excitation as well as the relative location of 
the lowest natural frequency of the structure-subsoil system to the fundamental natural 
frequency of the stratum. If the lowest natural frequency of the structure-subsoil 
system is in the lower frequency range, and if it is the case of force excitation, the 
cross-interaction effects act to decrease considerably the peak value of displacement 
amplitude characteristics due to interference between two modes, one of which is in-
phase type and the other is out-of-phase type. As mentioned previously, however, 
in the case of uniform displacement excitation, the effects of cross-interaction are small 
due to predominance of the in-phase type mode. On the other hand, when the lowest 
natural frequency of the structure-subsoil system is in the higher frequency range, 
the dynamical characteristics of the soil-structure system are influenced by the  cross-
'
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interaction in the wide frequency range including the lower natural frequencies of 
the system. However, the difference of the cross-interaction effects is not distinct 
for the two types of excitation. 
(3) As the number of identical structures increases, the cross-interaction effects 
become strong even in the case of the uniform displacement excitation at the free 
surface of the stratum. Since the various modes produced by the coupling between 
the multiple structures and the stratum make the displacement characteristics of 
each structure spread and since the dynamic loading by a large number of masses 
on the surface of the stratum makes the transmitted energy due to displacement 
excitation to the multi-structure system increase, the maximum peak value of the 
displacement amplitude characteristics of the structures becomes considerably large. 
(4) The effects of the cross-interaction between the two structures having different 
dynamical characteristics on the displacement amplitude characteristics of one 
of the structures appear in the vicinity of the fundamental natural frequency of the 
other structure. In general, such interaction effects are remarkable if the mass ratio 
of the latter structure is relatively large and if the dynamical characteristics are not so 
different from each other. Also, the effects of the cross-interaction between structures 
are more significant in the case of displacement excitation than for force excitation 
because the cross-interaction is primary in the former case and secondary in the latter 
case. 
(5) The effects of the thickness of stratum on the cross-interaction may be small 
when the lowest natural frequency of the structure-subsoil system is sufficiently small 
or large as compared with the fundamental natural frequency of the stratum. If 
the lowest natural frequency of the structure-subsoil system is in the intermediate 
frequency range containing the fundamental natural frequency of the stratum, the 
cross-interaction effects of the soil-structure system are complicatedly influenced 
by the thickness of stratum. In the case of shallow stratum, the fundamental natural 
frequency of the soil-structure system is likely to be of the structure-subsoil resonance 
type. On the other hand, in the case of deep stratum, the fundamental natural 
frequency is of the stratum resonance type. Hence, for the soil-structure system 
having the fundamental natural frequency within the frequency range from the 
fundamental natural frequency of the deep stratum to the shallow stratum, the peak 
value of the displacement amplitude characteristics of shallow stratum is larger than 
that of deep stratum. However, in the frequency range higher than the fundamental 
natural frequency of the shallow stratum, the peak values of deep stratum are some-
what large as compared with those of shallow stratum. Similar discussions as 
mentioned above can be adapted for the effects of the thickness of stratum on the cross-
interaction. 
 From the above-mentioned remarks, it is evident that in doing the aseismic design 
of a structure, the effects of the cross-interaction between the structure and adjacent 
structures through soil ground together with the effects of dynamic loading of struc-
tures over the surface of the soil ground should be taken into consideration besides 
the interaction between the structure and its surrounding subsoil and the filtering 
action of the soil layers, particularly in the big cities having high density of structures 
on a soft soil ground. In estimating the effects of the cross-interaction, it may be 
important to know the relation between the fundamental natural frequency of the 
soil-structure system and that of the soil layers, the distribution of dynamic loading
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over the soil layers at the present as well as in the future, and especially the relation 
between the fundamental frequency of the structure to be designed and those of ad-
jacent structures. 
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